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Pete, Thanks for the meeting yesterday. I just wanted you to understand my simple reasoning behind a few of the actions 
in the plan. The setback levee and reconnection at Nolan Slough was added to increase the cross section of the Trask/ 
Hoquarten/ Dougherty mainstem through that area to reduce input into the acquisition area in order to mitigate some of 
the loss of storage and conveyance in the Ferris property. If you look that area is crowded and restricted by the Stillwell 
Levee as well as the existing Jones Wilson levee on the North side. We always saw some significant gradient through that 
area during events. This was also offered as a large piece of fully reconnected Wilson property to satisfy the restraints of 
the grants in lieu of doing anything to restrict the floodway as Chris and Derek were proposing yesterday. I feel this is a 
very important component. 

The connection at the SE end of Blind Slough to Hall Slough serves a similar function as well as reducing ( or 
sometimes eliminating) Hall Slough kickback into the Fred Meyer cell. Quite a bit of the Hall Slough water that heads 
back east and south as well as the water that breaks into the floodway just above the Jones Levee removal will be 
reduced. I also feel during events much of the silt will be rearranged in Blind Slough creating some better channeling and 
depth which it needs badly for restoration reasons. Again this represented Mitigation for losses of storage and 
conveyance on the Ferris property. 

I have reservations with Chris's proposal of a low cross levee and I am pretty sure we already have a muted tide down 
there to close to the 3.5 feet because of the MITIGATORS on the tidegates. That entire stretch operates from Blue Heron 
to the 10 tidegates on such little differential I have my doubts that we could run everything through a additional set of 
structures without causing conveyance problems. I have been there many times during events and the velocity through 
the Wilson property by the blue barn is surprisingly brisk especially when the tidegates are open. ( maybe exceeding 1 
foot second) The other problem I see is vegetation management. Right now we have a ideal condition with the tenant 
keeping the floodway in a mowed condition. If the county displaces the tenant and the vegetation goes rampant (like the 
present condition of the Ferris property) I doubt the Corp, ODFW or TEP would be willing to manage the vegetation to 
retain the present Manning/ Chezy coefficient. I've observed some other areas of similar elevation that are fully breached 
put on some pretty heavy hair that I would hate have obstructing the floodway. I guess your modeling should give some 
indication of the validity of all this. Thanks, Leo 


